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News NSW

69,000 new homes blocked by delayed
infrastructure projects
Almost 70,000 homes which could ease Sydney’s housing crisis are being stopped by
fewer than ten infrastructure projects.

Matthew Benns
@MatthewBenns 2 min read

November 23, 2021 - 6:21AM 1 comments

Just nine basic water, road, sewer and electricity infrastructure projects are

blocking the construction of almost 70,000 greenfield homes that could ease

Sydney’s housing crisis.
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House prices are continuing to rocket, with the Department of Planning’s own

figures estimating a shortfall in projected demand for new houses of 10,000

dwellings a year for the next five years.

But NSW Planning Minister Rob Stokes said legal reforms that would unlock

millions of dollars of developer contributions for infrastructure projects were

“stuck in parliament” in a stalled upper house inquiry.

A new report by the Urban Development Institute of Australia has identified nine

infrastructure projects that could unlock 69,700 rezoned and ready-to-roll

housing blocks.

Renters Michael and Cody Sunners with their two boys, Lucas, 6 and Hudson, 2. Picture: David Swi�

“Record demand for new homes post-Covid has exhausted the greenfield supply

pipeline and our research shows that a ‘business-as-usual’ approach is not going to

deliver what is required,” UDIA chief executive Steve Mann said.

“What is needed is a step change in supply and government needs an integrated

approach to resolve the roadblocks to development-ready land.”

The UDIA report estimates the cost of providing the infrastructure would come in

at $423m or just $6000 per lot. It would create 40,000 jobs and pump almost

$17bn into the NSW economy.

Projects include sewage pumping stations at Lowes Creek Maryland and Marsden

Park that would release 20,000 building plots in the next three years.

The Richmond Rd upgrade would provide 8000 lots, an electricity sub station at

Box Hill would create 10,000 lots and an upgrade to the Wilton Water Reservoir

would produce 5500 lots.
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Upgrades to the Wilton sewer treatment plant, Spring Farm Parkway, the South

West Growth Centre sewer and the The Water Lane interconnecting road at Box

Hill would provide the rest.

Mr Mann said four out of five of the 66,000 lots developers want to deliver by

2030 still needed infrastructure, with three-quarters needing sewerage and 70 per

cent requiring mains water.

He said councils across Greater Sydney were also sitting on $3bn in infrastructure

contributions that needed to be spent rather than left in local government coffers.

“The challenge and also, importantly, the opportunity to deliver more

infrastructure housing and jobs is to get more of these funds moving,” Mr Mann

said.

The UDIA found that activating just $1bn of the hoarded cash would create

25,000 new homes, 30,000 new jobs and pump between $9bn and $16bn into the

NSW economy.

Labor planning spokesman Paul Scully said: “If the NSW government cannot

deliver the basic infrastructure services for new housing then house prices will

continue to rise and young families will have to wait even longer to get into a new

home.”

Michael and Cody Sunners are renting in Western Sydney but are trying to buy their first home. Picture: David
Swi�

Renters Cody and Michael Sunners and their sons Lucas, 6, and Hudson, 2, are

among thousands of Sydneysiders who would love to buy a home of their own.

“It would be a wonderful thing,” Mrs Sunners said.

“We are realistic that we cannot afford to buy where we are at Greystanes. We are

prepared to relocate to buy and know it could be a lot further south or west than

we are.”

Urban Task force chief executive Tom Forrest said: “If the government is making

announcements about rezoning vast swathes of land for housing or jobs then the
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necessary infrastructure needs to be built – otherwise it is just more press

releases.”

He said the blockages in the infrastructure pipeline were also stopping jobs with a

recent announcement about 17,000 jobs being created at a commercial industry

hub in Kemps Creek stymied by delays to road and sewerage upgrades.

Planning Minister Rob Stokes said: “We are

keen to keep working closely with the

development industry to unlock projects that

can bring forward housing supply.

“Our planning reforms (to infrastructure

contributions) currently stuck in the

parliament will unlock hundreds of millions of

dollars to fund these types of unglamorous

projects that are essential to new development.”
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New 50-storey tower coming to Sydney’s CBD

A 50-metre high, 101-room hotel and residential block with over 200 apartments has been
approved for development.
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NSW

Multiple flood rescues as rain batters NSW

Heavy rain has triggered flash flooding in parts of NSW, with a dozen people becoming trapped in
floodwaters.
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